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Abstract: This study investigated the impact of China’s monetary policy on both the money market and stock markets, 
assuming that non-policy variables would not respond contemporaneously to changes in policy variables. Monetary policy 
adjustments are swiftly observed in money markets and gradually extend to the stock market. The study examined the 
effects of monetary policy shocks using three primary instruments: interest rate policy, reserve requirement ratio, and 
open market operations. Monthly data from 2007 to 2013 were analyzed using vector error correction (VEC) models. The 
findings suggest a likely presence of long-lasting and stable relationships among monetary policy, the money market, and 
stock markets. This research holds practical implications for Chinese policymakers, particularly in managing the challenges 
associated with fluctuation risks linked to high foreign exchange reserves, aiming to achieve autonomy in monetary policy 
and formulate effective monetary strategies to stimulate economic growth.
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1. Introduction
Numerous economists have emphasized the significant impact of monetary policy on financial markets and, 
ultimately, on the real economy [1]. Implementing an appropriate monetary policy is crucial for maintaining 
a healthy economy. An expansionary monetary policy may result in increased inflation, ultimately reducing 
economic efficiency and hindering economic growth, while a conservative monetary policy may lead to 
recessionary issues [2-4]. To achieve planned economic objectives, policymakers direct central banks to focus 
on the process of monetary transmission [5]. The mechanism of monetary policy transmission varies among 
countries, and the effects of monetary policy functions change over time and according to economic situations [6].

China has maintained a growth rate above 8% per annum for the last three decades, propelling it to become 
the world’s second-largest economy after the U.S. With economic growth and financial system reforms, China’s 
monetary policy execution has undergone significant transformations [7]. Despite slow economic growth during 
the financial crises in 1997 and 2008, the association between monetary policy and the financial market remains 
significant. However, there is a lack of comprehensive studies on this topic. Existing studies have focused on 
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the response of macroeconomic and stock market variables to monetary policy shocks in isolation [8]. It would 
be valuable to examine the reactions of both money and stock markets, as the former significantly influences 
monetary policy, while the latter reflects macroeconomic growth.

This study aims to investigate the relationship between China’s current monetary policy, the money market, 
and the stock market from an empirical perspective. Utilizing the VEC model, the study seeks to identify and 
understand the linkages among them. The findings of this research will provide valuable insights for China’s 
policymakers in further refining the country’s monetary policy.

The subsequent sections of this article are organized to include a detailed literature review, research 
methodology, data analysis, findings, discussion, and conclusion.

2. Theoretical framework and Literature review
2.1. Monetary transmission mechanism theory
The monetary transmission mechanism theory is traditional and well-established, as monetary authorities must 
implement suitable policies and strategies to maintain the economic health of a nation. This process involves a 
progression of monetary policy aimed at facilitating changes in macroeconomic variables [9]. Two core schools 
of thought regarding monetary transmission mechanisms exist. The first is the neoclassical channel, which 
centers on asset prices, while the second is the non-neoclassical channel, emphasizing credit views within the 
context of market constraints [10].

2.2. Monetary policy operation theory
Gray & Talbot defined “monetary operations” as the application of monetary policy confirming that it has the 
envisioned influence on financial markets and the economy [11]. Schaechter declared that an operating target is 
the most relevant factor in instigating monetary policy [12]. Particularly, the selection of an operating target is 
based on monetary policy strategies and the development phase of the domestic financial market.

2.3. Monetary policy in China
With the rapid and substantial development of the economy, along with the increasing evolution of the banking 
sector, China’s monetary policy has undergone significant changes. According to the Law of the People’s 
Republic of China on the People’s Bank of China (1995), the primary objective of China’s monetary policy is 
to maintain stability in currency value and subsequently promote economic development. Currency stability 
encompasses both domestic price stability and exchange rate stability. In line with the economic reforms of 
1978, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) initiated a monetary policy in the 1980s. At that time, the monetarist 
view was prevalent and valued; the PBOC adopted quantity targeting as its operating target and selected money 
supply growth as its intermediate target. However, the monetarist view failed to control domestic inflation in the 
late 1990s, leading to changes in the country’s economic circumstances. Consequently, the PBOC abandoned 
the intermediate target view of money supply [13]. In fact, in 1985, the PBOC began implementing relending 
programs instead of the existing national credit program [14]. The PBOC transitioned to relending interest rates 
intending to restrain system-led liquidity, along with variable credit ceilings and efficient managerial provisions. 
Since then, interest rate policy (IRP) has been implemented as a monetary instrument, and China’s monetary 
policy has rapidly shifted from direct to indirect control. Furthermore, Dickinson & Jia noted major changes in 
China’s financial system since 1997. As the PBOC swiftly adopted various indirect methods to control liquidity 
in the system, commercial banks came under the spotlight and were entrusted with greater responsibilities for 
their services and operations. With the development of China’s domestic money markets and the increasing 
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quantity of national bonds held by the PBOC in the 1990s, open market operations (OMO) emerged as an 
additional critical operating instrument [15]. In addition to these, the required reserve ratio (RRR) also plays an 
equally significant role in the implementation of China’s monetary policy [16,17].

This study aimed to investigate the relationship between China’s present monetary policy, the money 
market, and the stock market from an empirical standpoint. Additionally, utilizing the VEC model, the study 
sought to identify and understand the connections among these variables. This research will provide valuable 
insights for policymakers in China to further refine the nation’s monetary policy [18].

3. Research methodology
3.1. Equations
Data analysis in this research work was done by using Vector Error Correction Models (VECMs) based 
on Vector Autoregression (VAR). VAR can be used for estimations without depending on the “incredible 
identification restrictions” intrinsic to structural models. According to previous studies, a representative VAR 
can be written as:

(1)

Here, Equation (1) is called unrestricted VAR. We obtained a reduced-form VAR that does not have a 
simultaneous correlation: 

(2)

or Equation (2) also can be expressed as: 

(3)

In this work, reduced-form VARs have been used to deliberate and derive our model. 
If the VAR is stable, Equation (3) can be written as a vector moving average (VMA): 

(4)

Now, if all variables in Equation (2) are integrated with order 1 [I (1)], then subtracting simultaneously 
from both sides of Equation (2), the following equation can be obtained: 

(5)

Accordingly, ∆yt and ∆yt-i were vectors stationary at level. So, whether long-term associations subsist or 
not, it was dependent on matrix rank and value of rank. This value was between 0 and full rank (Cochrane, 
2005), and the same has been taken into consideration. Hence, Equation (6) can be rewritten as: 

(6)

In this work, the VEC model was used as a long-term trend depiction and would be lost if VAR was run 
with different data. Consequently, Equation (6) is the error-correction representation form.

3.2. Empirical model
To examine our following research questions, various proxy variables have been adopted.

RQ1. To select suitable proxy variables to epitomize the Chinese monetary policy.
RQ2. To frame a precise outline of the empirical model.
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3.2.1. Proxy variables
Dependent variables: The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) utilized three instruments: Interest Rate Policy (IRP), 
Required Reserve Ratio (RRR), and Open Market Operations (OMO). For IRP, the interest rate on commercial 
deposits was chosen as a proxy and labeled as X1. This selection was made because the short-term interest 
rate on commercial deposits significantly impacts the market. For RRR, the reserve requirement ratio of large 
financial institutions was chosen as a proxy and labeled as X2. For OMO proxies, two new data series were 
created. One represented the increase in monetary aggregates resulting from liquidity injection by the PBOC, 
labeled as X3, and the other represented the increase in monetary aggregates resulting from liquidity absorption 
by the PBOC, labeled as X4. It is worth noting that X3 was a foreign exchange reserve value, which plays a 
crucial role in China’s monetary policy to maintain local currency and exchange rates.

Independent variables: The response of the money market (RMM) and the response of the stock market 
(RSM) were considered independent variables. For RMM, the Shanghai Interbank Offered Rate (SHIBOR) was 
chosen as a proxy because it is comparable to the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) in China, labeled as 
Y1. For RSM, the Chinese stock market index 300 (CSM300) was selected as a proxy, labeled as Y2. CSM300, 
which includes stocks from both Shenzhen and Shanghai, effectively reflects the behavior of the Chinese stock 
market [19]. Two models were constructed based on these proxy selections, one with SHIBOR and the other with 
CSM300.

4. Results
4.1. ADF Unit Root Test
Adjusted Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test was used for checking data stationarity. Table 1 shows the ADF results, and 
as per Table 1, variable IRP and RRR were non-stationary at level, whereas all the variables were stationary at 
1st difference, denoted as I (1).

Table 1. Adjusted Dickey-Fuller result statistics from Glasgow University

Variables
Level 1st Difference

T- Statistic Prob. T- Statistic Prob.

X1 -2.115642 0.2392 -5.54152*** 0.000

X2 -2.573108 0.1027 -3.195926*** 0.0017

X3 -5.036301*** 0.0001 -10.60268*** 0.0000

X4 -4.781746*** 0.0012 -11.42859*** 0.0000

Y1 -4.819308*** 0.0010 -10.57238*** 0.0000

Y2 -8.404431*** 0.0000 -10.5401*** 0.0000

Sample period: 2007–2013; n = 84, *** P < 0.01.

4.2. Cointegration test
The selection of a correct lag length was imperative for the accuracy of cointegration tests and VEC models as its 
description is based on its lags and the lags of the other model variables. For selection, there are various statistical 
criteria like the Likelihood Ratio (LR), Akaike information criterion (AIC), and Schwarz Criterion (SC). Here, all 
criteria were compared according to multiple criteria. Tables 2 and 3 show the optimum lag selection for the two 
models. Both Model 1 and Model 2 have selected two lags for most criteria. Data was applied for the cointegration 
test and the VEC model was post-difference, consequently, one lag order was selected.
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Table 2. Optimum lag test for Model 1 from Glasgow University

VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria

Endogenous variables: X1_IRP X2_RRR X3_INJ X4_ABS Y1_SHIBOR

Exogenous variables: C

Sample: 2007M01 2013M12

Included observations: 78

Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ

0 -428.7982 NA 0.046591 11.12303 11.27410 11.18351

1 17.94549 824.7576 9.39e-07 0.309090 1.215517* 0.671949

2 54.63007 63.02224* 7.01e-07* 0.009485* 1.671267 0.674727

3 71.08147 26.15350 8.91e-07 0.228680 2.645818 1.196305

4 89.99182 27.63821 1.08e-06 0.384825 3.557318 1.654832

5 105.4014 20.54611 1.48e-06 0.630733 4.558581 2.203123

6 123.8934 22.28523 1.93e-06 0.797605 5.480808 2.672377

*indicates lag order selected by the criterion. Abbreviation: LR, Sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% 
level); FPE, Final prediction error; AIC, Akaike Information Criterion; SC, Schwartz Information Criterion; HQ, Hannan-
Quinn Information Criterion

Table 3. Optimum lag test for Model 2 from Glasgow University

VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria

Endogenous variables: X1_IRP X2_RRR X3_INJ X4_ABS Y1_SHIBOR Y2_CSM300

Exogenous variables: C

Sample: 2007M01 2013M12

Included observations: 77

Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ

0 -342.2152 NA 0.000341 9.044551 9.227185 9.117603

1 109.9838 822.1800 6.91e-09 -1.765813 -0.487374* -1.254449*

2 154.3214 73.70405* 5.66e-09* -1.982374* 0.391870 -1.032697

3 175.7802 32.32749 8.62e-09* -1.604680 1.865370 -0.216690

4 206.8091 41.90918 1.07e-08 -1.475560 3.090294 0.350741

5 237.7762 36.99973 1.40e-08 -1.344838 4.316822 0.919777

6 274.7332 38.39688 1.72e-08 -1.369694 5.387770 1.333232

*indicates lag order selected by the criterion. Abbreviation: LR, Sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% 
level); FPE, Final prediction error; AIC, Akaike Information Criterion; SC, Schwartz Information Criterion; HQ, Hannan-
Quinn Information Criterion

Equation (5) shows that the rank of a matrix and the number of non-zero eigenvalue constraints the long-
term association, and the Johanson test was also a series of tests based on non-zero eigenvalues of and test 
static are shown in Tables 4 and 5. As per the results of Table 5, both trace and max-eigenvalue tests indicate 1 
cointegration equation at the 0.05 level because they reject the null hypothesis. It means that there was a long-
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term association between SHIBOR and monetary policy indicators (for Model 1), and amongst CSM300 and of 
monetary policy and money market indicators (for Model 2).

5. Conclusion
This work focused on examining the effects of China’s Monetary Policy on the Money market and Stock 
Markets. According to the test results, data was stationary and gave stable models based on VEC. This work 
mentions that the responses of the stock market and money market are weak in the long term although short-
term relationships are comparatively firm, it does not last long. However, this work has two limitations. First 
is the unavoidable subjectivity in choosing proxy variables [20]. The second is the sample size and study period. 
The probability of encountering the bias would increase due to a lack of observations. 
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